The Boys in the Boat - By Daniel James Brown - EBook Overdrive / Libby
The amazing true story of an American rowing team, composed of the sons of the working
class, defeating the elite crew teams of Europe, and Nazi Germany, at the 1936 Olympics in
Berlin. A powerful story for our time, a reminder of all we can achieve, when we pull together.
Faster: How A Jewish Driver, an American Heiress, and a Legendary Car Beat Hitler’s
Best - by Neal Bascomb- EBook Overdrive/ Libby
A harrowing tale of triumph, by an unlikely team of misfits, over Hitler’s elite Silver Arrows,
during the golden age of auto racing.
The Fight - by Norman Mailer - EBook Overdrive / Libby
Norman Mailer was one of the most influential writers of the twentieth century. In this book he
recounts the 1974 fight in Zaire, in which boxing legends Muhammad Ali and George Foreman
were paid 5 million dollars apiece to fight each other. This book is considered a masterpiece in
the literature of sport.
Find A Way: The Inspiring Story of One Woman’s Pursuit of a Lifelong Dream , By Diana
Nyad - EBook L
 ibby / Overdrive
A life-affirming memoir of all that is possible, when you don’t give up your dream. At the age of
64, Diana Nyad set a world record as the first person to swim the shark infested waters between
Cuba and Florida, with no cage for protection. An inspiring tale of never giving up.
Foxcatcher: The True Story of My Brother’s Murder, John du Pont’s Madness, and the
Quest for Olympic Gold- By Mark Schultz - EBook Overdrive / Libby
The riveting true story of Olympic wrestling gold medal winning brothers Mark Schultz and Dave
Schultz and their fatal relationship with the eccentric John du Pont, heir to the du Pont dynasty.
Laughing in the Hills - By Bill Barich - EBook Hoopla
Faced with immense personal loss, Bill Barich finds himself drawn to the gritty world of the
backstretch of the racetrack to regain his sense of balance in the world. This book offers a
glimpse into the beauty of horse racing and the heartbreaking and hopeful world that surrounds
the backstretch. This book was originally serialized in the New Yorker,

Open - By Andre Agassi - EBook O
 verdrive / Libby
An engrossing memoir detailing the highest levels of professional tennis, and the loneliness that
can accompany a celebrity player.

The Perfect Mile: Three Athletes, One Goal, and Less than Four Minutes to Achieve It - By
Neal Bascomb - EBook Hoopla
A recounting of the 1950’s chase, by three remarkable runners, to run down the elusive four
minute mile.
Seabiscuit: An American Legend - By Laura Hillenbrand - EBook Overdrive / Libby
A heartwarming tale, of the ultimate underdog racehorse, and his transformation into a sports
icon and newsmaker. The story is as much about the horse, as it is the people who believed in
him.

Slaying the Badger: Greg LeMond, Bernard Hinault, and the Greatest Tour de France - By
Richard Moore - EAudio H
 oopla
A thrilling tale of the extreme rivalry, between two cycling teammates, and the psychological war
that ensued. As gripping and twisted as the turns of the racetrack.
Touching the Void: The True Story of One Man’s Miraculous Survival - By Joe Simpson EBook Hoopla
Joe Simpson, and his climbing partner, Simon Yates, suffer a horrifying climbing accident off the
peak of the Andes, in the midst of a blizzard. Out of fear and suffering, emerges a powerful tale
of courage and friendship.
The Wave: In Pursuit of the Rogues, Freaks, and Giants of the Ocean - By Susan Casey EBook O
 verdrive / Libby
The Wave follows the surfers and the scientists who track down the colossal ocean waves.
While the surfers follow for the thrill, the scientists see the waves as a sign that the earth is
scarily changing, but both parties come face to face with nature at her most intense and fierce.

